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shame that its the bol dor which represents a return to the double
header format for the world championship as only six of the races
this season, including the key round at le mans in september are a

sewn-up double header, and for the remaining three races the
increased practice time could make the difference and bring forward
a podium finish. in a season where le mans is the seventh round, all
that remains of the championship is a series of tense moments as

the top three positions battle in the closing stages. the british
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superbike series gets underway for the 24th time when three round
of the series - at donington in august, allion in september and

thruxton in october - take place over seven days and cover a total of
570 miles of racing. manufacturers traditionally have three riders to

compete - the bmw/husqvarna pairing of noriyuki haga and leon
haslam, who won in the final race at brands hatch in 2010, sitting in
second overall for bmw motorrad, followed by the reigning british
superbike champion ben spies who rides for the rizla suzuki team

and toby price, who races for moto-kawasaki - but in a season where
the likes of the kawasaki, ducati and suzuki have now doubled their

manufacturer involvement and are battling for podium places it
could be anybody from the top ten, although practice time as shown

at magny cours will still be important.
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the following manual is designed to have your
brake service procedure (bss) followed by you.

you will need these procedures to maintain your
motorcycles braking system and parts. the revised
procedures shown here do not reduce your liability

as the owner. if your brakes are not working
properly, you will need to perform a brake

inspection with the service manual to determine
what is wrong. if that cannot be done you will
need to remove the brake unit and the brake
shoes to get to the brake shoes themselves.
remove the front wheel from the motorcycle.

remove the front brake caliper and brake shoes.
unbolt the caliper or shoes or drums from the
brake rotor. remove the rotor itself if you are
required to do so. the brake caliper should be
completely removed in case that the spring is
broken, the bracket has failed, the axle has

become corroded etc. the brake shoe should be
completely removed in case that the brake shoes

are collapsed or the lining is worn. remove the
brake disk from the brake hub. if the brake disk is
not stuck, remove the pad, disk and hole cover,

then bend the disk slightly to release it. lubricate
the newly exposed area with brake fluid, then

carefully insert the brake disk again. remove the
horizontal caliper from the brake caliper bracket, if
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not already removed. the brake caliper should be
completely removed in case that the spring is
broken, the bracket has failed, the axle has

become corroded etc. the brake shoe should be
completely removed in case that the brake shoes

are collapsed or the lining is worn. remove the
rotor itself if you are required to do so.
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